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Liao, CM. and Feddes, J.J.R. 1990. Modelling and analysis of air
borne dust removal from a ventilated airspace. Can. Agric. Eng.
33:355-361. A linear ordinary differential equation which describes
the removal of airborne dust from a ventilated airspace was derived
using apopulation-balance model. Theequation issufficiently general
to take into account the simultaneous removal effects of turbulent
coagulation, turbulent diffusive deposition, gravitational sedimenta
tion, and airflow within a ventilated enclosure. In solving the system
equation, three dimensionless parameters that characterize therelative
effects of turbulent coagulation, turbulent diffusive deposition and
gravitational deposition in a ventilated airspace were introduced to
generalize the removal ofdust. Theeffects of theabove three parame
ters on the time-dependent particle concentration were presented
graphically. Themodel analysis shows thatdifferent airflow patterns
affect particle concentration. Predicted results for a complete mixing
model wereverified by chamber tests. Transient dustparticle concen
trations from themodel prediction compared veryfavorably withthose
measured in the chamber test.

Un modeled'une population en equilibre etait utilisepour deliver
une equation lineaire, ordinaire etdifferentielle quidecrit Tenlevement
de la poussiere suspendue dans un espace ventile. Les effets de
Tenlevement simultanes de la coagulation turbulente, la deposition
repandue etturbulente, ledepot par gravite, etlemouvement deFair,
dans un espace ventile, sont renfermes par Tequation suffisamment
generate. Trois parametres sans dimensions qui caracterisent les effets
relatives de la coagulation turbulente, la deposition repandue et
turbulente et le depot par gravite, dans un espace ventile etaient
introduits durant le resolution de Tequation du systeme pour
generaliser Tenlevement de la poussiere. Les effets de lesparametres
mentionnes plus haut sur la concentration temps dependant des
particules de poussiere, sont presented graphiquement. L'analyse du
modele indique quelesdifferents mouvements de1'air, simules, affect-
ent la concentration des particules. Les epreuves faitent dans une
chambrede controle veriflent les resultats predits pour un modele du
melange complete. Les concentrations momentanes de lesparticules
depoussiere predits parlemodele rapprochent lesresultats decouverts
par lesepreuves dans le chambrede controle.

INTRODUCTION

Air in a livestock confinement unit is contaminated by prod
ucts generated from stored waste (ammonia and hydrogen
sulfide), from the feed,bedding and animal(airborne particu
lates) and from metabolic processes in animals (carbon
dioxide). Dust particles can be considered to be solid aerosols
formed by mechanical disintegration of parent material. The
respirable ranges of aerosols are generally considered to be:
particles less than 5 \im in diameter reach the lung tissue,
particles 5-10 |im are deposited in the upper respiratory tract
and panicles greater than 10 pm are deposited in the nasal
passages.
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Particles with a size of less than 5 pm reach the lung tissue
and are considered to be the most hazardous (Honey and
McQuitty 1979). A recent review identifies several ways in
which inhaled dust might affect health and growth rate of
livestock (Carpenter 1986). Donham et al. (1977) reported on
theirinvestigation into potential healthhazards to agricultural
workers in confinement units conducted on 13 swine units in
Iowa. Their study indicatedthat concentrations of aerial con
taminants were sufficient to create an unhealthy work
environment, particularly during the wintermonthswhenven
tilation rates were low.

Reducing airborne particulate to acceptable levels can be
carried out in a numberof ways. A dust collectiondevice may
beconsidered thatcanrange from acycloneto adryparticulate
filter. When considering type of filter media, size of the unit
and energy consumption, the operating costs of dust removal
are high. The production rate of dust particulate may be re
duced by pelletizing the feed, adding oil to the feed,
introducing a wet feeding system, encouraging less animal
activity and restricting the duration of feeding (Honey and
McQuitty 1979). Dust removal also occurs through ventilation
and deposition. Therefore, astudy ofthe airborne dust removal
from a ventilated airspace is of fundamental and practical
significance.

In a ventilated airspace, the time-dependent change in dust
properties, such as particle size distribution and particle num
ber and mass concentrations, are determined by considering
the simultaneous effects of coagulation, diffusion, deposition,
thermophoresis, generation sources, distribution of supplied
air, etc.occurring within theenclosure. For example, coagula
tion increasesthe size of dust particles,resulting in a decrease
in concentration. Diffusion decreases the concentration ofdust
particles as aresult of the deposition of small particles onwall
surfaces, while gravitational settling decreases the concentra
tionas a resultof deposition of larger particles on the floor.

Theoretical and experimental studies on this mode of re
moval havebeen presented by various researchers andcanbe
found elsewhere (Langstroth and Gillespie 1947; Randolph
and Larson 1962; Huang et al. 1970; Greenfield et al. 1971;
Lindauer and Castleman 1971; Okuyama et al. 1976;
Okuyama et al. 1980). Although, theoretically speaking, the
general dynamic equation associated with the Navier-Stokes
equation can beused torepresent dustand airflow distribution,
it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to solve exactly
(Friedlander 1977). Experimental studies, on the other hand,
have been carried out by observing the change in mass concen
tration and particle size distribution of aerosol in an
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observation chamber. The results, however, are obtained under
specific conditions and appear insufficient to predict thegen
eral behavior under various conditions such as turbulent flow
in a 3-D ventilated enclosure, or for different ventilation sys
tems. The problem becomes more difficult for polydisperse
particles and for ventilation systems with multiple inlets and
outlets. Dust behavior in a ventilated airspace has not been
established satisfactorily for livestock buildings (Bundy and
Hazen 1975; Nilsson 1982; Honey and McQuitty 1979).

OBJECTIVES

In specific terms, the objectives of this paper are to model the
change in dust concentration undergoing turbulent coagula
tion, turbulent diffusive deposition, and gravitational
sedimentation in a ventilated airspace, and to verify the con
centration distribution of dust particles by chamber test under
different ventilation rates using an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer
System.

MODEL STRUCTURE

A ventilated airspace where the system boundary is taken as
the walls, floor, and ceilingof the enclosure is shown in Fig.
1. Figure 1 shows that a time-dependent dust source, G(r,t)
(particles's" •|i.m" ), is generated from the floor and entrained
into the ventilated airspace with volume, V,and a wall surface
area, 5. The dust generated from the floor into the ventilated
airspace is assumed to beinstantaneously dispersed uniformly
throughout the enclosure.
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Fig 1. Schematicdiagram of a ventilation-dust generation
model.

Beforederiving the system equation to describe the concen
tration change of airborne dust over time within a ventilated
airspace, the following assumptions are made.

1. No gas-to-particle conversion occurswithin the system.
2. Noexternal forces act on theparticle other than gravity.
3. Particles have an aerodynamicequivalent diameterand

are electrically neutral.
4. Particles collide with each other to form a single new

spherical particle whose mass is the same as the combined
mass of the two smaller particles.

5. Thedust particle concentrationis spatiallyuniform in the
system volume except across the boundary layer where the
concentration changes linearly within the layer.
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The population-balancemodel (from a micro-mixingpoint
of view, Himmelblau and Bischoff 1968) is the basic model for
a system describing the time-dependent change in properties
of an airborne dust undergoing turbulent coagulation, turbu
lent diffusive deposition, gravitational settling, and ventilation
airflow and can be written as (Friedlander 1977; Davies 1966;
Greenfield et al. 1971; Okuyama and Kousaka 1977; Liao and
Feddes 1990):

[the change in particle concentration of particles with size
r at time t in a system volume]

= [the rate of formation of particles of size r due to turbulent
coagulation of two particles smaller than r]

- [therateof lossof particleof size rdue to theircoagulation
withparticles of any other sizes including r]

- [the rate of deposition by turbulent diffusion]

- [therate of deposition by gravitationalsedimentation]

- [the rate of particles removed from a system volume by
ventilation airflow]

+ [the rateof particle generation in a system volume] (1)

Mathematically, Eq. 1 can be written as:

n(p,o[r/(r3-p3)1/3]%>
-}~K(r,p)n(r,t)n(p,t)dp
-lD(r) + e]S/(SV)n(r,t)
- Us(r)/H n (r, i) - Q/V n (r, t) + G (r, t)/V

(2)
where:

n(r,t) = dust concentration of particles of radius r
(particles'cm" •urn"1),

r = particle radius (p.m),
t = time (s),

p = time-dependent particle radius (nm),
K(r, p) =collision frequency function (cm3/s),
D(r) = molecular diffusion coefficient (cm3/s),
e = eddy diffusion coefficient due to turbulence

(cm3/s),
Us(r) = particle terminal settling velocity (cm/s),
H = height (m),
8 = thickness of concentration boundary layer(cm),
V = volume (m ),

S = wall surface area (m2),
Q = ventilation rate (m3/s), and
G(r,t) =dust generation rate (particles-s •pm"1)
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but

G(r,t) =Qm(rft) (3)
where:

m(r,i) = time dependent initial concentration of dust of
particle radius r (particles»cm'3-p.m1).

Equation 2 is a nonlinear partial integro-differential equa
tionthatcannotbesolvedanalytically. Values forD(r), S,and
Us(r) are givenin TableI. An approximateexpressionfor K(ry
p) for turbulentcoagulationhas been derived by Saffman and
Turner (1956) as:

tf(r,p)=1.30(r+p)3 (£o/v)1/2 (4)
where:

v = kinematic viscosity (cm /s), and
to = average energy dissipation rate (cm /s).

Table I. Input parameters used in the model analysis

Geometric parameters:

Building volume, V=1274 m
Building surface area,S=310 m
Building height, H=2.5 m

Wi=ki=f=0.5

System parameters:

Ventilation airflow rate, Q=2.5 m3/s ((3=16.73, f«=8.5 min)
Temperature = 15°C
Barometric pressure = 0.94 atm
Average particle radius, r0 = 1.0 ^m
Kinematic viscosityof airat 15°C, v =0.159cm /s
Reynolds number of inlet ai r= 10,800
Particle setding velocity, Us(r0) =0.012cm/s (Hinds 1982)
Effective diffusion coefficient, D(r0)+ E=7.2xl0"52cm2/s (Davies 1966)
Average energy dissipation rate, e0~ 2.5x10 cm /s

(Okuyama and Kousaka 1977)
Thickness of concentration boundarylayer, 8 =0.085 cm

(Van deVate 1972)
Initial dustconcentration, m=13particles/cm (McQuitty et al. 1985)

The average energy dissipation rate,e0, is taken to be equal
to the power consumption rate per unit mass of mixing fluid
and was obtained in an experiment using the standard cyl-
inderical stirred water tank by Schwartzberg and Treybal
(1968). Theysuggested that in systems wherethepowernum
ber is a constant the average energy dissipation rate is
proportional to ArD5/!2//, where N is the impeller speed
(rpm), D is impeller diameter (cm), T is tank diameter (cm),
and H is depth of liquid fill in tank (cm). For a ventilated
airspace having a rectangular enclosure and volume V, the
average energy dissipation rate can be redefined as:

e0 =NpN3sD5s/V
where:

Np= power number,
Ns = fan speed (rpm), and
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(5)

Ds = fan diameter (cm).

InEq.2, theparticlesettlingvelocity, Us(r), is calculated on
the basis of a high Reynolds Number condition (Hinds 1982).

Assuming thatdustparticleshavean average radius r0, and
there is a steady-state dust generation rate, combining Eqs. 2
and 3 results in:

dn {t )/dt=-5.2^ (to/v)l/2n2(t) - Us (r0)/Hn (t)
- [D (ro) + e] S/(8V)n(t) + Q/V[(«-n(t)]

(6)
To generalize the solution ofEq. 6 the following dimension-

less variables were chosen:

n{l) = n{t)/m (7a)

J=t/(V/Q) = t/tn (7b)

where:

n(t) = dust concentration at time t (particles -cm' ),
n(f) = dimensionless dust concentration,
7 = dimensionless time, and

tn = mean residence time of ventilation airflow (s).

Three dimensionless system parameters that describe the
relative effects of turbulent coagulation (TC), turbulent diffu
sion (TD), and gravitational settling (GS)can be defined as:

TC=5.2rl(Eo/v)l/2Vni/Q

TD = [D(r0) + e]S/(8Q)

GS=Us(r0)V/(HQ)

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

The termsin Eq. 6 weredividedby G(ryt)/V to obtaina ratio
of dust removed by the three mechanisms to the dust produc
tion.

By substituting Eqs. 7 and 8 into Eq. 6, a completely mixed
ventilated airspace can be expressed by a first-order
dimensionless ordinary differential equation:

dn(t)/dl=-TCn2(?)-TDn(t)-GSnlt)-n(t)+l
(9)

The initial condition of the system is given as:

njt) = n(0) at 7=0 (10)

Equation 9, subjectto Eq. 10,can be solvedanalytically and
numerically. The concentration of particles removed at steady-
state, n(t)by TC, TDand GScan be obtained from Eq. 7 as:

n(t) = m[l- n(Sys)] (11)

where:

n(s, s)= - {TD + GS+\)/2TC
+Vi/rc+i/4[(rz) + GS+ lyre]2 (12)
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The term n(s9 s) indicates the proportion of particles re
moved by ventilation.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Ventilation system effects

To investigate the influence of ventilation airflow patterns on
the particle concentration, three simple model cases will be
discussed in some detail. The ventilated airspace can be di
vided into two equal control volumes where the lower volume
represents the zone of animal occupancy (Fig. 2). Complete
mixing is assumed within each zone, whereas the mixing
between the two volumes is expressed by the recycle airflow
rate or secondary airflow rate (Barber and Ogilvie 1982). The
secondary airflow rate is assumed to be entirely generated by
entrainment air into the jet stream from the supplied air duct.
Therefore, the entrainment ratio, p, can be used to characterize
the properties of secondary airflow rate. The actual values of
P depend to some extent on the relative position between the
supply and exhaust position, and size, shape of the nozzle or
air jet, etc. Someestimations of entrainmentratio are possible
on thebasisof a simpleentrainmentconcept(ASHRAE 1985).

Case a. The complete mixing system. Equation 9 is the
governing equation for this ventilation system.

Case b.Thedisplacement system. In this system, thesupply
and exhaust air locations are placed far apart and the ventila
tion airflow is forced to pass across the enclosure. When dust
is generated from animal occupancy zone, the mass balance
gives the following differential equations for particle concen
trations in zones 1 and 2:

dn\ (l)/dt=-TCn2(7)- [TD (w\/k\)
+ GS + (l + p)/Jti]ni(7)+ p/*i*2(7)(13a)

dhl (l)/dl= -TCn\(j)~ [TD (wi/h, )+GS/f
+ (1 + P)/fal ni (T) + (1 + P)/fa Hi (7) + 1

(13b)

where:

k = fractional air volume of system, zone1=1,2,
wi= fractional wall surface of system, zone i=l,2, and
/= fractional height of system.

Case c. Theshort-circuiting system. In this system there is
a risk of short-circuiting between the inlet and exhaust air loca
tions usually because of their closeness orpoor mixing. Interms
of thissimple model, the massbalance equations become:

dm(t )/dt= -TCn\(t)-[TD (w\/k\) +GS
+ (l + P)/«Hi(7) + p/JfciH2(7)

dm (t )/dt= -TCn2(l)-[TD {wi/ki) + GS/f
+ P/fe] ni (7) + p/fa Hi (7) + 1 (14b)

In cases a) and b), Eq. 9, which describes complete mixing,
was modified to account for mixing between two volumes and
yet maintain complete mixing within each volume.
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Fig. 2. Inlet-Exhaust configuration for ventilation airflow
models:

a) complete mixing,
b) displacement and
c) short-circuiting systems.

MODEL ANALYSIS

Figure 3 shows a particle concentration as a function of time
for the upper and lower zone for the different ventilation air
flow patterns. The numerical input values to the model simu
lated a farm animal housing unit with dimensions of
49x13x2.5 mand a dust concentration of 13 particles/cm3 in
the lower zone (McQuitty et al. 1985). The input parameters
used in the model analysis are listed in Table I. Figure 3 also
indicates that during the transient phase, the particle concen
tration in a displacement system approaches steady-state faster
than that in a short-circuiting system. If the TC, TD, and GS
values are zero, the exhaust concentrations for all three venti-
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lation systems would be the same. However, the TC, TD, and
GS values used to generate Fig. 3 indicate that the three
exhaust concentrations do differ since turbulent coagulation,
turbulent diffusion and gravitational settling behave differ
ently in eachsystem as a resultof particle concentration.

n2.d

Q-

n2,s

Displacement Short Circuiting

r n2,s

<r7rrr

- Complete-mixing

n2,d -

40 60

Time (min)

80 100

Fig. 3. The effects of different airflow patterns on transient
behavior of dust particle concentrations.

The effects of TC, TD, and GS

Figure 4 shows a dimensionless particle concentration as a
function of dimensionless time based on the mean residence
time at different values of TC. The effect of TC on the change
in totalparticleconcentrationcan be estimatedfromthis figure
for 7P=0.5 and G5=0.05. Particle concentrations increase
gradually with time and then attain steady-state. When both
effects of coagulation and deposition are ignored, the particle
concentration increases to a higher equilibrium level, that is
TC, TD, GS are all equal to zero and dust is removed by
ventilation only. The steady-state particle concentration de
creases with an increase in turbulent coagulation (Fig. 4)
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Fig. 4. Increase in dust particle concentration with time for
different values of TC,
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MODEL VERIFICATION

Experimental procedure and equipment
Theobjective of this section is to verify the calculated results
from Eq. 9 with measured data from a completely mixed
ventilated airspace. Test facilities used in the experimental
studies comprised (1) a test chamber, (2) anairdelivery sys
tem, (3)a dustgeneration system, and(4)a dustsampling and
analyzing system. All components were housed within a labo
ratory maintained at a temperature of 20°C and a relative
humidity of 30%.

1. Test chamber. Experiments were carried out in a test
chamber measuring 50 x 50 x 50 cm (Fig. 5). The chamber,
fabricated from plexiglass, had a small 10-cm fan located on
the floor of the chamber for maintaining uniform mixing of the
dust particles throughout the chamber.

2. Air delivery system. The chamber was mechanically ven
tilated by means of air pumps delivering two ventilation rates,
90 and 160 cm/s. The exhaust air was recirculated (approxi
mately 90%) via a filter back to the chamber. The inlet location
was 15 cm above the floor, while the outlet location was 10 cm
above the floor (Fig. 5). To compensate for the sampling
airflow (10 cm3/s), air was drawn from the laboratory.

3.Dustgeneration system. Dust particles used in this exper
iment were milk and talcum powders that were stored in a 60
ml syringe tube. The syringe plunger was depressed a constant
distance once a minute and the contents were introduced into
the chamber via the supplied airflow.

4. Dust sampling and analyzing system. Measurements of
dust concentrations and particle size distribution were taken
using a TSI-APS 3300 Aerodynamic Particle Sizer System
(TSI,St. Paul,MN).The samplingport was mounted at 25 cm
fromfloor level. Dust sampleswere drawn out by the TSI-APS
3300 ata rate of 10 cm3/s. Dust particles were sampled every
2 minutes to determine the rate of change in dust concentra
tion. Averageequilibrium dust concentration values for milk
powder at 90 and 160 cm3/s were 35.6 and 59.2 particles/cm ,
respectively (Fig. 6a). For talcum powder the values were
11,500 and 12,800 particles/cm3, respectively (Fig. 6b).
Equilibration or steady-state wasassumed after40-50minutes.
Particle size distribution at steady-state was compared with
thatof the supplieddust. The chamberwas cleanedbeforeand
after each experiment.

Initial particle size distribution, particle concentration, and
the airflow rate were measured to calculate experimental TC,
TD, and GS values.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 6a and6b showthe time-dependent changesinparticle
concentration of milk and talcum powders together with cor
responding theoretical curves calculated by Eqs. 9 and 10.
The average particle radii of milk and talcum powders were
1.25 |i m and 0.5 |im, respectively. In comparing experimental
data with those calculated, the value of the concentration
boundary layer thickness, 8, used in the calculation of TD was
selected to be 0.85 mm which was obtained experimentally in
the study by Van de Vate (1972). Figures 6a and 6b show that
the experimental particle concentrations increase gradually
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calculatedandmeasuredvaluesagreedwellforthetalcumand
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thelowerairflowrates.Thereasonmaybethattheassumption
ofcomplete-mixingusedinderivingthesystemequationdoes
notholdaswellforthelowairflowratesincethedensity
differencebetweenairbornedustandairandtheelectrostatic

effectofdustparticlemayhavebeenafactor.Therefore,a
significantdeparturefromhomogeneitymightbeexpected.
Figures6aand6balsoindicatethatthevaluesofTCaresmall
fortheexperimentaldataandthereforethedepositionmecha
nisms(TDandGS)controlthebehaviorofdustandagreewith
thecalculatedcurveobtainedwhenassuminga8valueof
0.085cmwhentheairbornedustisuniformlymixedwithinthe
ventilatedairspace.

Toshowtheeffectofturbulentcoagulationonparticlesize
distribution,theparticledistributionofthesuppliedmilkpow
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cm,8=0.085cm,andf/s(r^)=1.86xl0"3cm/sinEq.8.Figure
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withthatofsuppliedmilkpowder.

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

Thedynamicbehaviorofairbornedustundergoingturbulent
coagulation,turbulentdiffusivedeposition,andgravitational
sedimentationinaventilatedairspacewasstudiedfroma
theoreticalandexperimentalpointofview.Thefollowing
resultswereobtained:
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1. The three system parameters, TC, TD, and GS can be used
to characterize the dynamic behavior of airborne dust under
going turbulent coagulation, turbulent diffusive deposition,
and gravitational sedimentation inaventilated airspace.

From the model analysis, different ventilation systems will
affect particle concentration of airborne dust in a ventilated
airspace. The displacement system is moreeffective than the
short circuiting system in removing dust.

2. The experimental results agreed with the calculated re
sults when the concentration boundary layer thickness was
0.085 cm and the average particle radii for milk and talcum
powders were 1.25 ^m and 0.5urn, respectively. The particle
size distribution of talcumpowderis more uniformthanthatof
milk powder. Therefore, the talcum powder is abetter experi
mental dust than a milk powder.

3. The transient response of dust particle concentration
predicted by Eq. 6 compares well with those measured in the
chamber tests.Earlier equationsusing the time-dependentpar
ticle radius can be substituted by an average radius.
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